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select the underlined text and click the underline button in the font section on the home tab this deselects the
underline button and removes the underline from your text alternatively you can use the shortcut ctrl u on windows or
control u on mac to draw a line under a word especially in order to show its importance all the technical words have
been underlined in red b2 to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to underline the seriousness of the situation
to underline their disgust the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage fewer examples underlined text is often
used in the middle of sentences indiscriminately as a way of providing emphasis sometimes in superfluous addition to
italics and boldface even when a discerning individual attempts to use the underscore correctly he or she often ends
up applying the attribute to a word or phrase that does not require an underline the quickest way to underline text
is to press ctrl u and start typing when you want to stop underlining press ctrl u again you can also underline text
and spaces in several other ways select the text that you want to underline go to home underline or press ctrl u
underline words but not the spaces between them the meaning of underline is to mark something such as a word with a
line underneath how to use underline in a sentence to mark something such as a word with a line underneath to put
emphasis on stress to show clearly or emphatically b1 to draw a line under a word especially in order to show its
importance all the technical words have been underlined in red b2 to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to
underline the seriousness of the situation to underline their disgust the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage
fewer examples underline something to draw or print a line under a word sentence etc the names of the winners are
underlined in red the word not was heavily underlined step 1 select the text you want to underline click and drag
your cursor over the text you wish to underline selecting the text is the first step in the process make sure to
highlight only the text that needs underlining to avoid formatting unnecessary parts of your document here s how to
do so step 1 click the start button on the taskbar to open the start menu and type word to search for the app step 2
from the results click on the microsoft word app or method 1 underlining digital text download article 1 select the
text that you want to underline whatever word processing program you re using you need to start by highlighting the
text you want to underline with your cursor this can be done by dragging the cursor or double clicking a single line
of text if you want to underline everything brief definition or restatement synonyms and antonyms examples brief
definition or restatement sometimes a text directly states the definition or a restatement of the unknown word the
brief definition or restatement is signaled by a word or a punctuation mark consider the following example to draw a
line under a word especially in order to show its importance all the technical words have been underlined in red b2
to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to underline the seriousness of the situation to underline their disgust
the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage fewer examples step 1 select the text you want to underline click and
drag your mouse over the text you wish to underline selecting the text you want to underline is the first step make
sure you only select the words that need underlining to avoid any unwanted formatting step 2 click the underline
button 1 just below the word that you look up you ll find a listing for a part of speech the first listing is usually
the most common way that the word is used for is most commonly used as a preposition 2 next you ll find definitions
of the word for each part of speech if there is more than one definition they ll be numbered updated july 11 2022
published may 27 2021 share knowing when to underline or italicize can be confusing but it doesn t have to be in this
article we ll lay out all the basics plus a few common difficulties that confuse many writers so you ll be an expert
in no time when a word or group of words is underlined it stands out from the surrounding text drawing the reader s
attention to its significance this visual cue often created by drawing a horizontal line beneath the chosen text can
be found in various contexts from academic writing to creative literature 1 transitive verb if one thing for example
an action or an event underlines another it draws attention to it and emphasizes its importance the report underlined
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his concern that standards were at risk this incident underlines the danger of traveling in the border area study
with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like which sentence uses the underlined word correctly i will
except no money because this is a gift everyone went home accept celia the underlined word emerges as a key term in
the preface because johnson a hints at the economic importance of his dictionary b hopes that his dictionary will
enlighten the uneducated c seeks literary recognition for his publication d strives to emphasize the effort his
dictionary required click the card to flip question 1 answer d microsoft word find and replace underlined words and
put them in the answer a b c d hi i m having a problem trying to figure out how to quickly replace text in underlined
and put them to the 4 answers example some people like a to play darts b which are c good for de stressing d after
hard work a ccccc b ccccc c ccccc d ccccc



5 ways to underline in microsoft word how to geek

Apr 06 2024

select the underlined text and click the underline button in the font section on the home tab this deselects the
underline button and removes the underline from your text alternatively you can use the shortcut ctrl u on windows or
control u on mac

underline definition in the cambridge english dictionary

Mar 05 2024

to draw a line under a word especially in order to show its importance all the technical words have been underlined
in red b2 to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to underline the seriousness of the situation to underline
their disgust the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage fewer examples

rules for underlining yourdictionary

Feb 04 2024

underlined text is often used in the middle of sentences indiscriminately as a way of providing emphasis sometimes in
superfluous addition to italics and boldface even when a discerning individual attempts to use the underscore
correctly he or she often ends up applying the attribute to a word or phrase that does not require an underline

underline text or spaces microsoft support

Jan 03 2024

the quickest way to underline text is to press ctrl u and start typing when you want to stop underlining press ctrl u
again you can also underline text and spaces in several other ways select the text that you want to underline go to
home underline or press ctrl u underline words but not the spaces between them

underline definition meaning merriam webster

Dec 02 2023

the meaning of underline is to mark something such as a word with a line underneath how to use underline in a
sentence to mark something such as a word with a line underneath to put emphasis on stress to show clearly or
emphatically



underline english meaning cambridge dictionary

Nov 01 2023

b1 to draw a line under a word especially in order to show its importance all the technical words have been
underlined in red b2 to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to underline the seriousness of the situation to
underline their disgust the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage fewer examples

underline verb definition pictures pronunciation and

Sep 30 2023

underline something to draw or print a line under a word sentence etc the names of the winners are underlined in red
the word not was heavily underlined

how to underline text in word 2019 a step by step guide

Aug 30 2023

step 1 select the text you want to underline click and drag your cursor over the text you wish to underline selecting
the text is the first step in the process make sure to highlight only the text that needs underlining to avoid
formatting unnecessary parts of your document

3 best ways to underline text in microsoft word guiding tech

Jul 29 2023

here s how to do so step 1 click the start button on the taskbar to open the start menu and type word to search for
the app step 2 from the results click on the microsoft word app or

3 ways to underline wikihow

Jun 27 2023

method 1 underlining digital text download article 1 select the text that you want to underline whatever word
processing program you re using you need to start by highlighting the text you want to underline with your cursor
this can be done by dragging the cursor or double clicking a single line of text if you want to underline everything

4 6 using context clues writing for success

May 27 2023



brief definition or restatement synonyms and antonyms examples brief definition or restatement sometimes a text
directly states the definition or a restatement of the unknown word the brief definition or restatement is signaled
by a word or a punctuation mark consider the following example

underlined english meaning cambridge dictionary

Apr 25 2023

to draw a line under a word especially in order to show its importance all the technical words have been underlined
in red b2 to emphasize she gave some shocking examples to underline the seriousness of the situation to underline
their disgust the crowd started throwing bottles at the stage fewer examples

how to underline in microsoft word a step by step guide

Mar 25 2023

step 1 select the text you want to underline click and drag your mouse over the text you wish to underline selecting
the text you want to underline is the first step make sure you only select the words that need underlining to avoid
any unwanted formatting step 2 click the underline button

what part of speech is this here s how to figure it out

Feb 21 2023

1 just below the word that you look up you ll find a listing for a part of speech the first listing is usually the
most common way that the word is used for is most commonly used as a preposition 2 next you ll find definitions of
the word for each part of speech if there is more than one definition they ll be numbered

knowing when to underline or italicize your go to guide

Jan 23 2023

updated july 11 2022 published may 27 2021 share knowing when to underline or italicize can be confusing but it doesn
t have to be in this article we ll lay out all the basics plus a few common difficulties that confuse many writers so
you ll be an expert in no time

how to use underlined in a sentence how and when to use

Dec 22 2022

when a word or group of words is underlined it stands out from the surrounding text drawing the reader s attention to
its significance this visual cue often created by drawing a horizontal line beneath the chosen text can be found in
various contexts from academic writing to creative literature



underline definition in american english collins english

Nov 20 2022

1 transitive verb if one thing for example an action or an event underlines another it draws attention to it and
emphasizes its importance the report underlined his concern that standards were at risk this incident underlines the
danger of traveling in the border area

building vocabulary word roots affixes and reference

Oct 20 2022

study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like which sentence uses the underlined word correctly i
will except no money because this is a gift everyone went home accept celia

unit 4 the enlightenment quiz 6 100 flashcards quizlet

Sep 18 2022

the underlined word emerges as a key term in the preface because johnson a hints at the economic importance of his
dictionary b hopes that his dictionary will enlighten the uneducated c seeks literary recognition for his publication
d strives to emphasize the effort his dictionary required click the card to flip question 1 answer d

microsoft word find and replace underlined words and put

Aug 18 2022

microsoft word find and replace underlined words and put them in the answer a b c d hi i m having a problem trying to
figure out how to quickly replace text in underlined and put them to the 4 answers example some people like a to play
darts b which are c good for de stressing d after hard work a ccccc b ccccc c ccccc d ccccc
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